__________________ ‘s Self Review Everest Argument Essay
Self Reviewer__________________________
Evidence and Elaboration Score:____/ 4 Give examples for each.
Did you support your ideas with text evidence? How many facts in each paragraph?
Body Paragraph 1 ________ Body Paragraph 2 __________ Counterargument ________
Does the introduction and closing state the position, grab and sustain interest?
Write out your thesis statement OR the hook OR the sinker and explain why they work in the
essay?
Is the evidence accurate and support the thesis?
Write out a sentence that has evidence and explain why it proves the thesis.
Elaboration is used effectively?
Write out one example of elaboration why it helps the reader know

more.

Counterargument explains why the opposition believes what they do AND uses evidence and
explains why they are wrong?
Write out the first two sentences of the Counterargument.
Are the evidence explanations used to argue AND do they prove the thesis?
Write out one of the explanations and say HOW it proves the thesis.
Did you use academic and domain-specific vocabulary?
Give two examples of each.

Teacher Comment:

Purpose, Focus, and Structure Score: _____/4 Explain
Do you stay on topic?
Does the writing maintain an objective tone and formal style?
Does the introduction include a hook, a filler and a thesis statement?
Do all the citations include which Source and/or author?
Do you use transitions? Give Examples:

Does the closing paragraph restate the position, provide evidence, and use a sinker?
Are there a variety of sentence types used effectively and punctuated accurately?
Give an example of each:

Conventions Score: _____/2 Give examples.
Do all direct citations have quotation marks?
Is the writing easy to read or do you have to stop to figure out what is being said?
Are capitals used correctly?
Are words spelled correctly?
Are homonyms used correctly?

Teacher Comment:

